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4.Relevance of the topic and state of the art:  

The objective of reducing pesticide use in agriculture is tackled through a variety of 

complementary approaches. Automation technologies can contribute to real 

implementation of intelligent, selective spraying capability by means of advanced 

equipment.  

The fundamental rationale for this relies on the evidence that, despite in current practice 

pesticides are typically applied uniformly, several pests and diseases exhibit an uneven 

spatial distribution, with patch structures evolving around discrete foci especially during 

early stages of development. Highly automated equipment could enable the selective 

targeting of pesticide application only where and when it is needed, with the aim of 

controlling the initial foci and preventing the infection establishment and its epidemic 

spread to the whole field. 

Automated crop protection from autonomous platforms, including UAV drones, is a 

blossoming field of research within the area of agricultural robotics, requiring the 

development of specific sensing techniques, of human-robot cooperation approaches, 

and of simplified and precise distribution actuators. 

5.Layout of the project (draft) 

5.1.Materials & Methods:  

The PhD project will consider two specific aspects of automated crop protection: 

multiscale sensing and simplified precision actuation.  

Multiscale sensing is an approach aiming at combining a fast inspection of the canopy 

conducted at a moderate spatial resolution on a relatively wide area (e.g. with a UAV 

drone), complemented with more specific point-wise measurements, targeted on those 

regions exhibiting suspect patterns according the fast inspection. Wide area sensing will 

be based on imaging techniques (multispectral imaging), while point-wise specific 

measurements can combine more sensitive and specific techniques, as high-resolution 

spectroscopy, fluorescence or thermal sensing. The point-wise sensing probe will be 

directed on the suspect regions to be inspected by means of a light-weight and simplified 

actuator. 
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The goal of multiscale sensing will be to identify the potential targets of selective 

treatments, i.e. plants/leaves/fruits exhibiting specific disease symptoms and the 

neighbours regions where infection can already be established, even if at asymptomatic 

stages. The considered cases of study will include the detection of a fungal disease in an 

arable (e.g. cucumber) and a tree crop (e.g. grapevine) with experiments conducted in 

greenhouse and field conditions. 

The identified targets have to be selectively treated with plant protection products; this is 

the objective of the precision actuation task. To this aim, light-weight, fast and simple 

(e.g. 2 degrees of freedom) actuators will be applied within an approach relying on 

simplified robotic technologies or on UAV drones. The goal will be the integration of a 

system able to quickly adapt to specific features of the plants and to focus spot-

treatments only target regions within the canopy.  

       5.2.Schedule and major steps (3 years):  

Year 1. Setup of the point-wise measurement system and integration in the manipulator. 

Coordination and calibration of the multi-sensing approach in the lab. 

Year 2. Testing of the multi-sensing system in greenhouse and simplified field 

conditions. Integration of a prototype for precision application of protection treatments. 

Year 3. Testing of selective, precision treatments on the target areas detected by the 

multi-sensing system conducted in greenhouse and simplified field conditions. 

  

6. Available funds (source and amount) 

80 k€ (AIRSPRAY-ISR/ITA2017-13928; CROPS-EU-NMP7-246252; FRYWEED – 

PSR_AT18; Liberal funds) 
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